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BLOSSOM & FRUIT BY YEAR
PLANT VARIETY LIST

Description
2016 2017 2018

SPECIES Supplier

ACTINIDIA
Zone 6 Arguta 'ISSAI” (Kiwi fruit)

2018 spr AGRI

ALMOND
Zone 5 HALLS HARDY

2017spr Wifl

Zone 7 GARDEN PRINCE
2017spr Wifl

ANANAS
(Pineapple) Zone 9-11 ELITE GOLD, store bought, used tops.

2015 fll Fl Fl/Fr Fl/Fr

Zone 9-11 FLORIDA SPECIAL' Golden High Flavoured Flesh. Spineless.
2017spr AGRI

Zone 9-11 SMOOTH CAYENNE' High Sugar 5<6lb Fruit. Can be Spineless. 2017spr Fl/Fr AGRI

Zone 9-11 SUGARLOAF' Unusually Sweet with Edible Core, 5<6lb Fruit. Serrated Leaf 2017spr AGRI

Zone 9-11 WHITE JADE' Sweetest Hawaiian Out There, 100% Edible Core. Spineless.
2017spr AGRI

APPLE
Zone 5 

2018 spr Wifl

Zone 5 
2018 spr Wifl

spur
2014 fll Sil Orch

Semi-spur 
2016 spr Sil Crk

Spur/tip
2014 fll B Sil Orch

Spur/tip
2014 fll Sil Orch

2014 fll B/F Sil Orch

spur 

2014 fll B Sil Orch

spur 2014 fll B  Sil Orch

Semi-spur 
2014 fll B/F Sil Orch

Semi-spur EARLY HARVEST US (Heirloom, 1700's) Tip/spur Dip/F
2014 fll Sil Orch

*spur 
2016 spr Sil Crk

spur 
2014 fll B/F Sil Orch

Zone 3 
2018 spr Wifl

Semi-Spur/tip 2016 fll Sil Crk

2016 fll Wifl

spur 
2016 fll Wifl

Spur/tip
2014 fll Sil Orch

tip

2017spr Sil Crk

Spur/tip
2016 fll Sil Crk

2017spr Wifl

NOT AVAILABLE 2014 fll Sil Orch

2016 spr Sil Crk

Semi-spur 2016 fll Sil Crk

spur 
2016 fll Sil Crk

spur 
2014 fll B/F Sil Orch

Spur/tip 2014 fll B/F Sil Orch

Semi-Spur/tip 2014 fll B/F B  Sil Orch

spur 2016 spr Sil Crk

spur 2014 fll B Sil Orch

Semi-Spur 2016 fll Sil Crk

2014 fll B/F Sil Orch

Year 
Aquired/Pl

anted

The only self-fertile hardy kiwi, is less vigorous than other kiwi's which enables it to be grown in gardens with limited 
space. This has been known to fruit in its first year. Blossom in Spring-fall fruiting. Bite sized 'fuzz' free. As a patio plant, 
requires support, set outside during the summer and move indoors in the winter. 

Pre, 1945. Halls’ Hardy blooms later making it the best choice for colder areas. This productive tree produces medium 
sized nuts with a hard shell and delicious sweet kernels. Because of its profuse pink blooms, this tree is often purchased 
solely for its ornamental qualities. Plant in a well drained, sunny and protected spot. 400 chill hrs. B May 1  st B May 18  th

Pre, 1945. Grow your own commercial quality almonds on a container tree! Garden Prince is an attractive genetic dwarf 
that can easily be maintained at about 2.4m (8 ft) tall. Gorgeous, pink blossoms in early spring. Glossy, dense foliage. 
Bears large clusters of medium size, excellent quality, soft shell nuts. Ideally the tree should be planted in a large 
container, such as a wooden halfbarrel, so it can be moved into a garage or basement for the winter, where it is cool 
enough to go dormant, but not much under freezing. 250 chill hrs.

Pineapple 'Elite Gold' produces a beautiful gold colour, both inside and out. This bromeliad is as lovely as it is useful. 
Forming a rosette of long, stiff leaves 3' feet tall and 3-4' wide. The leaves are a deep blue-green and very symmetrical. 
From the center of the plant arise the flowers, with up to 200 light-purple to deep-red blooms held in a tall whorl. 
Eventually the flowers set berries, which join together to produce the fruit. It has a very high sugars-to-acids ratio, making 
it super-sweet and delicious. The fruit will generally ripen sometime between May and September.  

Food 
Basics

Golden high flavoured flesh bred for florida pineapple production by Libby Fruit Company. Florida Special pineapple 
produces a golden-fleshed fruit with great flavour, with a gorgeous 'red bloom' on the rind. Ripening fruit has shown to 
take temperatures down to the mid 30's without internal damage.

High sugar 5-6lb fruit spineless a hawaiian variety, this cultivar produces 5-6 lb pineapples with pale yellow flesh. The fruit 
has high sugar and acid content.

Unusually sweet, with edible core 5-6lb fruit, like eating honey! Sometimes called white sugarloaf or kona sugar loaf. This 
pineapple variety has smooth leaves. Fruit is white with a high sugar content but low acid.

Sweetest Hawaiian out there, 100% edible core. Most highly sought after hawaiian variety. The white fleshed fruit is ultra 
sweet, with very low acidity. The beautiful blue grey leaves are spineless which makes handling much more enjoyable. 
Best suited for backyard container gardens. 'white jade' will produce a tasty reward far better than anything found in the 
grocery store. 

AKANE (Japan 1970) SELF FERTILE F Erl Sept Akane (pronounced ah-kah-neh) was introduced from Japan in 1970. This bright red apple with firm, crisp, juicy, white 
flesh and a sprightly flavor. Keeps better than most early fall varieties. It tends to start bearing at an early age and is 
winter hardy. Not only is it scab, mildew and fire blight resistant, but it has the added distinction of being one of the very 
few selfpollinating apple varieties. If you have room for only one apple tree, this is the obvious winner

AMBROSIA (Canada, 1980's) Self Sterile.  F/J/K4m  Mid Oct Ambrosia one of the foremost commercialy grown apples, hardly needs much introduction. This is one of Natures gifts, In 
the late 1980s, in Keremas, BC a chance seedling that turned up in the row attracted the pickers' attention when it began 
to fruit. They found the flavour irresistable and it quickly became a favourite for its crunchy and aromatic, honey sweet, 
low acid flesh.

ASHMEADS KERNEL Russet (Heirloom, UK or Europe  1720's) Trip, Self Fert, poor pollinator/F/J/K4m An old English variety of unparalleled quality. Small to medium, greenish-yellow apples with heavy brownish russet have 
crisp, juicy yellow flesh. A good sharp addition for cider but also great for sauce or dessert. Some resistance to scab and 
mildew. Ripens mid-late October. Store until New Year to reach perfection.

B May 18  th

BALDWIN Pecker US (Heirloom, 1740-1750) Trip Self Fert, poor pollinator/F/J/B/K3m The Baldwin apple originated in the state of Massachusetts and has been for many years the most popular winter apple. 
The fruit is often large with a yellow background shaded and splashed with crimson and red and spotted with russet dots. 
Flesh is yellowish white, tender, juicy, subacid yet spright and aromatic. Fine as a dessert apple and a good cooker, also 
good for freezing and drying.   

B May 1  st B May 18  th

BLENHEIM ORANGE (Heirloom, 1740) Tip/spur-Trip, self sterile, poor pollinator/F/B/J/K3m  A very famous old apple in Britain originating in Woodstock, near Blenheim in Oxfordshire, England, 1740. An all purpose 
large variety yellowish with red and light russet covering. Crisp, sweet with light tartness, lightly spicy or nutty aftertaste. B May 1  st B May18th-FJune 5  th

BRAMLEY SEEDLING British (Heirloom, 1837) Tip/spur-Trip,self sterile, poor pollinator/J/B/K6m One of the most famous of British apples, prized as one of the best pie apples ever, just ask an Englishman! Introduced in 
1865 by Mr. Bramley. The fruit is large, greenish yellow with reddish brown striping. The flesh is firm, juicy and sharply 
acid, high vitamin C content. The tree crops heavily is vigorous and spreading, resistant to apple scab. B May 1  st B May 18  th

BURGUNDY 1974 Self Sterile  F/J  Aug/Sept  Fully tree ripened Burgundy apples have a unique flavour best described as tropical with traces of raspberry ; very juicy 
large dark red – purple nearly black fruit. Very good eating apple. Fruit hang well but should be harvested before becoming 
over ripe. Sub acid, best to blend juice with a variety higher in acid.  

B May18th-FJune 5  th

CALVILLE BLANC D'HIVER (White Winter  Calville)(Heirloom, 1598) FIAP- Dip, self sterile/F/B/J/K3m The classic French dessert apple dating back to the late 1500’s, growing at Orleans in the gardens of Louis XIII in 1627. 
Large, somewhat flattish shape with prominent ribbing, pale green often with red dotting on the sunny side.  Tender, fine-
grained, creamy white flesh is sweet-spicy with a delicate banana-like aroma. Ripens to yellow in storage where it 
develops maximum flavour.Very high vitamin C 35-40mg per 100grams, as much as an orange. Excellent as a dessert 
apple, for cider, cider vinegar, and culinary use.     

B May 1  st – F B May 18  th

COX'S ORANGE PIPIN British (Heirloom, 1529 or 1820's) Dip self sterile/F/K7m One of the most famous English desert apples. The fruit are uniform, medium-sized, with orange-red skin. Keeps for 
several months. B May 18  th

DOLGO (CRAB) Russian early 1900's D.R. Dip, Self Fert/good pollinator/Jelly 
This classic heirloom variety has been called the perfect apple tree because it is so hardy, pest resistant and carefree. A 
small dark red crab that makes a gorgeous clear red jelly. One of the earliest apples to bloom in the spring, a terrific show 
of white flowers, it also has attractive red fall colour. A good pollinator for early blooming apples. B Apr 14/Fruit Aug 1  st B May 18th-F June 5  th

This very early yellow apple is often confused with Yellow Transparent, with both varieties ripening in late July to early 
August. Early Harvest however, has a crisper flesh than Yellow Transparent and better quality for fresh eating, also 
excellent for sauce. 

B May 18  th

ESOPUS SPITZENBURG US, Heirloom, 1790) PE-Dip, Self Fert/F/J/B/K6m One of Thomas Jeffersons favorites. From Esopus, New York mid 1700’s, planted at Monticello in 1790. The fruit has a 
yellow flesh that is juicy, spright and richly flavoured, hard, oblong shaped, coloured lively brilliant red/scarlet, improves 
in storage when picked just prior to becoming fully tree ripe and stores well in this condition. 

FREEDOM D.R. US, 1958 Dip,self sterile/F/J The name refers to it’s “Freedom” from disease - including of course scab as well as fireblight and mildew. Large, red 
striped over yellowish background; creamy, juicy, firm, tender and moderately acid, a unique pleasant flavour. One of the 
better disease resistant varieties for storage, may retain quality until December. 

B May18th-FJune 5  th

FROSTBITE (MN447 US 2008) Dip  Self Sterile   F/J/B/K4m  Mid Oct Used at University of Minnesota to develop new varieties, named Frostbite and released in 2008. The intense sweetness of 
it's apricot-orange flesh has been described as tasting like molasses or even sugarcane! Aromatic and extra juicy, barely 
medium-sized fruit is dark red with a blueish-purple tint. An unforgettable apple. Extremely hardy, productive and reliable, 
it is great for northern regions

B May 18  th

FUJI  Japan 1939, Dip, self sterile/F/J/K3m Its crisp, very juicy, sweet flesh makes Fuji a very popular variety. It was developed in Japan and shows some resistance 
to scab. To the best of our knowledge, this is the original strain. 

GLOWING HEART 1990, RED FLESH. Self sterile B Although the startling crimson flesh is somewhat tart for fresh eating it makes a splendid cranberry-red sauce. This 
distinctive variety also provides outstanding ornamental value in the springtime when it is bedecked with burgundy and 
pink hued blossoms.

B May18th-FJune 5  th

GOLD RUSH US, 1990's. PL-Dip self sterile/F/J/K6m Excellent quality golden apple with a bronze/red blush that delivers a “rush” of flavour. Pale yellow flesh is crisp, firm and 
non-browning. Definitely tart at picking time but mellows to a wonderfully complex spicy flavour in storage. 

GOLDEN PERMAIN US (Heirloom, 1755) Tip/spur Dip/F/J An extremely good eating apple of medium size and rather flat form. The skin is rough with a large portion of bright russet 
mingled with red toward the sun when fully ripe. The flesh is rich, tender and rather dry. It is a good uniform bearer. 
Valuable for cider and for family use.

B May 1  st – F B May18th-FJune 5  th

GOLDEN RUSSET US (Heirloom, 1700's, or 1845) Harvest Late, PL-Tip/ Dip self sterile/F/J/K5m The most famous of the russets; in the large russet family. One of the latest to fully tree ripens in October. It may shrivel 
in storage yet retain good flavour. It must be left to hang on the tree almost as late as possible, and provided with 
humidity in storage to prevent breakdown and shriveling. Excellent for eating and prized as a cider variety, known to 
produce a hard cider of up to 7% alcohol due to its high sugar content; also good for drying. The skin is the typical russet, 
a greenish yellow background with a covering of bronze / copper/ orange colouring. The flesh is fine grained, crisp and 
sugary. Some resistance to apple scab.   

GRIMES GOLDEN US (Heirloom, 1790-1804) Dip/ good pollinator/thin/F/J/K4m
One of the finest American apples for fresh eating and for producing a potent hard cider, although it does not cook well. 
The fruit is small if not thinned as it tends to overcrop, has a tough yellow skin often patched with russet. The flesh is 
yellowish orange, highly flavoured, spicy sweet, tender, crisp, juicy, aromatic. Moderately resistant to fire blight and 
cedar-apple rust. 

HOSTEIN German 1918. Trip. Self sterile, poor pollinator. F/J/K4m  A seedling and similar to Cox but larger. Colour is like Cox, yellow with varying red flush and russetting. Flesh is creamy 
yellow, firm, juicy and aromatic. The tree is resistant to apple scab, vigorous and spreading. 

JALANDER (Heirloom) Dip/F B May 1  st B May 18  th

KENTISH FILLBASKET British 1820, Trip, self sterile, poor pollinator/J/B These apples are very large! Colouring is striped red. They have both high sugar content and acidity and cook to a light 
puree. A true heritage English cooking apple.

KERR (CRAB) Self sterile F/J/P/K3m  A dark purple, sometimes nearly black skin crab. Good quality for preserves. Flesh is yellowish flecked with dark red, 
exceptionally juicy, sweet /sprightly acid. White flowers, very productive  B May18th-FJune 5  th

LADY French (Heirloom, 1628) Dip, self sterile/F/J/K6m Possibly the Appian apple of the Roman Empire and grown in the gardens of Louis XIV. Small, flattish with a shiny skin of 
creamy yellow, deep glossy crimson on the sunny side, very attractive; tender flesh that is white, crisp, juicy, effervescent. 
Only for areas that have a season long enough to ripen it. 

LIBERTY US, 1978. D.R. PE-Trip, self sterile, poor pollinator/thin/F/B/K4m   Liberty has the distinction of being the most disease resistant, scab, mildew, fireblight, and cedar apple rust, variety 
developed to date. Crisp, juicy, light yellow flesh with sprightly flavour. Good for eating fresh, cooking, canning or 
desserts. Hardy, vigorous tree sets heavy fruit loads, so it benefits from thinning to ensure larger fruit. Flavour develops 
further when the apples are left in storage. 

B May18th-FJune 5  th

LORD LAMBOURNE British 1907. (Heirloom) Tip/spur Dip, partially self fertile/F/J  From England, coloured greenish yellow with bright red flushing and darker red striping. The flavour is a combination of 
acidity and strawberry, sweet, juicy, crisp, fine grained, pale creamy and aromatic. B May 1  st – F B May18th-FJune 5  th

MACFREE D.R. Tip/spur Thin-Dip/F Disease resistant, resembling McIntosh in appearance and flavour. Fruit tend to be small, thin for better size. Tree is 
moderately vigorous and spreading. B May18th-FJune 5  th

MUTSU (Crispin) Japan, 1930. Trip, Self Fert, poor pollinator/F/B/K6m Sweet, mild flavour, Mutsu is excellent for pies or eating fresh. Keeps its shape when cooked.  The fruit is very large and 
golden yellow when ripe.

NONPAREIL French, 16th Cent (Heirloom) PL-Dip, self sterile/F/K3m One of the oldest apple varieties in England. Terrific flavour, a small variety coloured greenish yellow ripening to orange 
and russeted. B May 1  st – F B May18th-FJune 5  th

NORLAND (CRAB) Self Sterile F/B/J A very cold hardy variety that is good for fresh eating or applesauce. The fruit is medium sized with sweet flesh. Bears 
heavy annual crops starting early in the life of the tree. B May 1  st / F Aug 1st B May18th-FJune 5  th

PEEWAUKEE US mid 1800's(Heirloom) Dip/F/B/K4m  Okay for fresh eating, excellent cooking apple and fairly hardy. The fruit is medium  to often large in size, has a thin 
greenish yellow skin mottled orange red and striped carmine; flesh is whitish, very juicy, coarse and firm. Late to ripen, a 
good keeper.  

B May 1  st – F B May18th-FJune 5  th
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tip

2014 fll B/F Sil Orch

Semi-Spur
2016 fll Winter Kill Wifl

spur 
2014 fll B/F Sil Orch

Semi-Spur/tip

2018 fll Awaiting Replacement Sil Orch

SALOME (Heirloom) PE-Dip/F/B/K4m 2014 fll B/F Sil Orch

spur 2016 spr Winter Kill Sil Crk

2014 fll Sil Orch

2014 fll B B – F Sil Orch

spur TANGOWINE D.R. Dip/F/J 
2014 fll Sil Orch

2016 spr Sil Crk

Semi-Spur/tip
2016 spr Sil Crk

2017spr Wifl

Spur/tip 2014 fll B Sil Orch

spur 
2014 fll B/F Sil Orch

Spur/tip
2016 spr Sil Crk

Semi-Spur
2016 fll Sil Crk

APRICOT
B Apr 14 Wifl

2014 fll B B Apr 14/F, all dropped Sil Orch

MONTROSE Dip Edible Pit F/Canning 2017spr Wifl

Produces large, sweet and juicy fruit--excellent fresh off the tree. 2016 fll Winte Dieback Sil Crk

2015 spr B Apr 20 Sil Crk

High quality fruit with juicy, flavourful flesh. 2016 spr Sil Crk

ASPARAGUS Perennial Vegetable
BIRD SOWN! NOT AVAILABLE 1 Natural

BLACK BERRIES Do not ripen after picking
CHESTER (THORNLESS)

2015 spr B/F B/F Vrmrs

NATIVE WILD NOT AVAILABLE 2000 spr B/F B/F B June 5th Natural

BLUE BERRIES Do not ripen after picking
Zone 4/5 2017spr B/F Wifl

Zone 4 2016 spr B/F Wifl

Zone 3 
2016 spr B/F Wifl

Zone 5 
2016 fll B/F RABBIT!! Wifl

Zone 4
2018 spr Wifl

Zone 3/4
2016 spr B/F Vrmrs

Zone 3/4
2018 spr Wifl

Zone 4 2016 fll B/F Wifl

Zone 4
2016 fll B/F RABBIT!! Wifl

Zone 4

2018 spr Wifl

CHERRY Do not ripen after picking
BLACKGOLD SWEET CHERRY

2017spr Wifl

2016 spr Winter Kill Sil Crk

2016 spr Sil Crk

CRIMSON PASSION (shrub)-IN POT SEPT 2017 2016 fll Wifl

2017spr Wifl

ROMEO (shrub)- IN POT SEPT 2017 Sweet, pleasant-flavoured fruit is great for fresh use or processing. Also one of the best for juice making. 2016 fll Winter Kill Wifl

CITRUS
PUMMELO

CITRUS MAXIMA 'PINK SENSATION'
2016 spr B/F Exotica

CITRUS MAXIMA 'SIAMESE SWEET'
2016 spr B/F Exotica

GRAPEFRUIT

PUMPKIN SWEET US,(Pound Sweet) (Heirloom, 1834) Dip/F/B/P Pumpkin Sweet are large-sized, ribbed apples. Prized for baking, good for canning or eating. They have tough, smooth, 
pale green skin that ripens to yellowish-orange with patches of russet, and occasionally a brownish-red flush. Inside, they 
have firm, crisp, juicy yellow flesh with a sweet taste. The wind can take fruit off the tree easily. The tree starts bearing 
when it is 6 to 8 years old. Not very good for fresh-eating unless picked when only just ripe. 

B May18th-FJune 5  th

PURPLE PASSION, RED FLESH. Self sterile F/J  E-Mid Oct A large apple with deep red flesh. that will hang on the tree. Purple Passion is crimson red already in early September, but 
it will become much sweeter if you wait another month or so to pick it. A unique blend of exotic and practical.

RHODE ISLAND GREENING US, (Heirloom, 1650) Trip, self sterile, poor pollinator/B/K3m   One of the oldest  historic apple varieties originating in America. The fruit has long been prized as a pie apple, one of the 
best, and enjoyed fresh by those who prefer a tart flavour. The fruit is often large, dark green to lighter green when fully 
ripe, may have a light blush; flesh is yellowish, crisp, tart, and stores quite well when kept cold. The tree is vigorous and 
spreading, very productive. 

B May 1  st – F B May 18  th

ROXBURY RUSSET US, 1600-1649 D.R.  (Heirloom) Tip/spur Trip. Self sterile, poor pollinator/F/J/B/K5m   Perhaps the oldest named variety originating in America. Typical russet , sweet, rich, greenish yellow flesh, also widely 
used to produce hard cider with its high sugar content. The skin is greenish tinged bronze and covered with a yellow 
brown russet, often with a reddish orange blush on the sunny side. Resistant to apple scab and a good choice for those 
without a disease control program. Good for fresh eating, cooking, especially cider and storage.  

The crisp and juicy deep-cream coloured flesh is sweet and has a very nice fruit flavour. Medium-sized or smaller, with 
pale yellow skin mottled with pinkish-red. B May 1  st – F B May 18  th

SNOW Canada, 1700-1749. (Heirloom) Dip self sterile/F/J/B  Possibly from seeds brought from France, originated near Lake Champlain in Canada in 1730’s. Deep red skin with pure 
white flesh and sweet strawberry flavour. Cold-hardy, heavy cropper.  Keeps a couple months. 

SUNDANCE US 1964. D.R. Dip self sterile/F/J/K4m Crisp, fairly juicy flesh has little aroma but a spicy, citrus flavour. This large greenish-yellow apple sometimes has an 
orange-red blush. The tree is disease-resistant, the apple is attractive and tasty and the effort was clearly well worthwhile.

SWAAR US, 1769 (Heirloom) PL-Dip/F/K4m  Green/yellow rough skin  with some russetting. Creamy white flesh is sweet and aromatic. Late ripening. Flavour improves 
and mellows in storage although becoming softer, pear like in flavour. Hangs well, often into winter   B May18th-FJune 5  th

Highly resistant to apple scab, this variety exhibits pink veined flesh, is aromatic and uniquely flavoured. This rare cultivar 
is a local favorite in New Brunswick where it was discovered as a chance seedling. Medium-large, deep maroon apples. 
Great for fresh eating but even better for drying. An attractive red apple picked late, in October. B May18th-FJune 5  th

VISTA BELLA US 1956,  Dip, self sterile/F Vista Bella is the first red apple of the season. The flavour and texture are of better quality than other early apples. The 
flesh is crisp and juicy, although it softens quickly, and like other early apples, does not keep long. B May 1  st – F B May 18  th

WEALTHY US. (Heirloom, 1860) Must thin! Dip, self sterile/F/B/K3 One of the first of the varieties bred in America.An early apple, Wealthy makes splendid applesauce with old fashioned 
flavour. The fruit is a deep red colour over a pale yellow ground. Its white flesh has some pink veining and is crisp, juicy 
and has a very mild, yet distinctive sweet/tart flavour, but is also good for fresh eating. Wealthy bears early, is scab 
resistant and cold hardy, makes an excellent pollinator for other apples.  

B May 1  st – F B May18th-FJune 5  th

WHITNEY (Crab) F/J Self Fert/Good Pollinator Intense and incredibly sweet, it is considered by some to be the best edible crab. Aside from fresh eating, it is excellent for 
pickling or cider. An added bonus is the magnificent pink and white blossoms covering this narrow, upright tree in spring. B May 1  st – F B May18th-FJune 5  th

WINESAP US ,(Heirloom, 1817) Trip, self sterile WILL NOT POLLINATE OTHER VARIETIES/F/J/B/K5m  Medium-large red and yellow skinned, yellow flesh with red streaks. Sweet with some tang or ‘winey’ flavour, regarded as 
a favourite for cider. Good storage qualities. Very resistant to fireblight. B May 1  st  - F B May 18  th

WINTER BANANA US. (Heirloom, 1876)  Dip, self sterile/F/J/K3m   Fruit is very attractive with tender smooth thin skin, waxy, bright pale yellow with red blush, medium to large oblong fruit. 
Flesh is whitish tinged with yellow, juicy, somewhat crisp; flavour is sweet to very sweet with a bit of tang, aromatic. 
Ripens late Sept., stores fairly well which improves flavour. Tree is vigorous, may be droopy, bears young and heavily.  B May 1  st – F B May18th-FJune 5  th

WOLF RIVER US. 1870's (Heirloom) PL. Dip, self sterile/J/B A large to enormous apple, great for cooking, applesauce and butter, very winter hardy.  The skin is greenish yellow 
covered with red and carmine splashing and striping, flesh is soft and tender and it does not store well. Resistant to scab, 
canker, and mildew, though susceptible to fireblight. 

YELLOW TRANSPARENT Russian, 1869. (Heirloom) Dip/F/B An old Russian apple also known as Harvest Apple or White Transparent.  One of the first to ripen, known for its quality 
smooth creamy sauce. Yellow green, small if not thinned, does not store must be used promptly. Great as a home orchard 
type. Scab resistant.

CHINESE (Mormon) Edible Pit. Dip/F/EK Mid-sized golden-orange fruit with good flavour, texture and quality. Called a ‘sweet pit’ apricot as its pit can be eaten and 
tastes like almond. Cold-hardy and productive.

2016 fl/2017 
spr B May18th-FJune 5  th

GOLD COT Dip/F/Canning/Freestone, An early and notably hardy cultivar. Goldcot is known to be productive and dependable. The flesh is drier and has a slightly 
tangy taste. Natural semi-dwarf growth habit. B May18th-FJune 5  th

Golden yellow fruit is quite large with sweet, very juicy, yellow flesh. First rate flavour, texture and quality. Like 'Chinese' 
it is a 'sweet pit' variety. Late-blooming, shows good disease resistance.

MOORPARK Dip/F/Canning B May 1  st 
VEECOT Dip/F/Canning  Matures about one week after Goldcot. The skin is an intense dark orange colour when ripe. The flesh is juicy and smooth-

textured. B May18th-FJune 5  th

VELVAGLO Dip/F/Canning  B May 1  st 

Chester produces large, very sweet, high quality berries with great flavour. Excellent for fresh use, jams, jellies and 
baking. The vigorous semitrailing plant can grow canes up to 3.5 meters (12 feet) long so it benefits from trellising. Shows 
good resistance to cane blight.

ARLEN  Ely Spt H.B. Extend your harvest well into September, Arlen offers a sweeter berry, very firm, fine flavoured, medium to large fruit. 
Ideal for both fresh use or freezing. Vigorous upright bush matures at 1.5-1.8 m (5-6 ft). B May18th-FJune 5  th

CHANDLER  July H H The biggest blueberry you’ve ever seen! This attractive plant produces large, sweet and juicy berries that are delicious 
fresh — a perfect complement to your breakfast. Also suitable for baking. Self-pollinating. B May18th-FJune 5  th

CHIPPEWA  Erl Mid July  H H Significant cold hardiness with Chippewa handling -40°C winters. Mediumlarge, high-quality, sky blue berries are firm and 
very sweet with average yields of approx. 3 kgs per plant. Chippewa has upright 1 m (3 ft) form. Lustrous, dark green 
foliage turns bright red in fall.

B May18th-FJune 5  th

DRAPER  Mid Lte July H.B. Although not quite as winter hardy it is prized for heavy yields of very firm, somewhat crispy, fine flavoured fruit of the 
highest quality. In addition, it is easy to pick, ripe berries will remain hanging with no quality loss and it stores 
exceptionally well.

DUKE  Erl July H.B. Early season variety with very good hardiness and productivity. Attractive medium to large, light blue berries have sweet, 
mild flavour. Duke blooms late but ripens early which protects blossoms from spring frosts. Stocky, upright 1.2 - 1.8 meter 
(4 - 6 foot) tall bushes.

JERSEY  Mid Lte Aug H.B. An heirloom classic late season variety that is easy to grow and a consistent heavy producer. Small to mid-size berries 
have a distinctive, spicy, old-time flavour making it a favorite baking berry. Fruit ripens from late August to first frost. The 
1.8 - 2.4 meter (6 - 8 foot) tall bush is well shaped.

B May18th-FJune 5  th

NELSON Lte Jly-Aug H.B. Hardy and dependable, with consistent high yields of approx. 7 kg per plant. Large, firm, dark blue berries are very highly 
rated for flavour and hang in loose clusters for ease of picking. Vigorous, upright 1.8 m (6 ft) tall bush. B May18th-FJune 5  th

REKA   Early mid July H. B. Early season New Zealand selection, with exceptional aromatic flavour, dark blue, mid-sized berry. 1.2 - 1.8 M (4 - 6’) tall 
bushes are extremely productive and boast burgundy / red fall foliage. B May18th-FJune 5  th

RUBEL  July  H. B. The Rubel Northern Highbush Blueberry is a true "wild old fashioned" that was selected nearly 100 years ago for its 
outstanding, full-flavoured, sweet berries. Though small, they are simply the sweetest and most robust flavoured 
blueberry that you will ever eat. Rubel also has the highest level of antioxidants of all blueberries and produces a 
consistent crop. The Rubel Blueberry Plant grows 4-6 feet tall.

TOP HAT Mid July L.B. Most blueberry plants lend themselves well to container growing. In many areas the garden soil must be amended before 
planting blueberries, so why not just grow them in a pot! Top Hat is dense, compact and spherical shaped. Imagine a shrub 
that provides you with generous amounts of large, flavourful berries to garnish your breakfast. This globe-shaped shrub 
reaches no more than 0.5 meters (2 feet) tall and is covered with profuse blooms in spring.

Known for its consistent heavy yield of large, dark, well-flavoured fruit. Black Gold has good crack resistance and blooms 
very late making it extremely frost resistant. This exceptional sweet cherry is self-fertile and also a good pollenizer, but 
not for early blooming.

B May18th-FJune 5  th

COMPACT STELLA Canada, 1987. (DARK RED) Dip/F/B/C/Fr Good Pollinator Compact Stella sweet cherry trees bear very dark red heart-shaped fruit that is of high quality for fresh eating, and equally 
well-suited for canning, drying, or freezing. This variety is a genetic variant of the Stella variety. Typical height is 8-10 feet 
(2.5-3.0m). Compact Stella is self-fertile and is also an excellent pollinator for other varieties B May 1  st – F

COMPACT VAN Canada, 1979. (BRIGHT RED) Dip/F/B/C/Fr  Self sterile.  Compact Van bears bright red, firm-fleshed fruit with good flavour for fresh eating and canning, drying, or freezing. Ripens 
late July in Ontario. This variety is a genetic variant of the Van variety, hence the name. Typical mature height is 8-10 feet 
(2.5-3.0m). 
Very dark flesh and also juice. Hugh sugar content and intense flavour. At 5-6ft it is the most compact Romance Series 
bush. B MAY18th-FJune 5  th

KRISTIN SWEET CHERRY, Italian. Self Sterile Medium to large size, purplishblack fruit resists cracking. Firm but juicy flesh has richly aromatic, sweet flavour. Highly 
productive canker resistant tree is considered to be the most winter hardy. B May 1  st B May18th-FJune 5  th

B May 1  st 

Large, round, sweet and mildly acidic, edible fruits with a yellow peel and yellow to pink pulpy flesh. The fruits range from 
seedy to seedless. Like other citrus species, pummelo trees have fragrant flowers. Perform best in full-sun, well-drained 
soil and hot summers with abundant water from spring to fall but markedly less in winter. F June 5  th

1930. Siamese Sweet is an acid-less, sweet-tasting pomelo. Oblate to broad ovoid; pulp white, with large, crisp, non-juicy 
sacs easily separating from each other; mild-flavoured but faintly bitter. Tree is a dwarf with drooping branches and hairy 
new growth. 

B May18th-FJune 5  th
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CITRUS X PARADISI 'FLAME' 1987. Fruit has a smooth yellow rind and usually has a pink blush. The flesh is tender and juicy and has an internal colour 
almost as dark as Star Ruby.  Flame’s season is mid to late February – June,-season; the large fruit hold well on the tree 
with some fading of the internal colour when held past maturity.  B May18th-FJune 5  th

CITRUS X PARADISI 'MARSH' 1860. Seedless white. the fruit is almost completely round, very juicy and rich in flavour. Marsh is medium to late in the 
season, attractive clusters of fruit hold well on the tree and keep well after harvest.  

CITRUS X PARADISI 'MELOGOLD' 1986. Melogold fruits are oblate in form with a slightly flattened base. The rind is smooth and medium to dark yellow at 
maturity and thinner than Oroblanco for a similarly sized fruit. The large fruits typically average one pound in weight. The 
flesh is pale yellow in colour, seedless, tender, and juicy. The flavour is mild, sweet and reminiscent more of pomelo than 
of grapefruit. Melogold is early in its maturity and holds well on the tree.  

CITRUS X PARADISI 'OROBLANCO' 1980. Mid winter, Triploid Oroblanco produces sweet seedless fruit even in areas of low summer heat. Huge, intensely 
fragrant flowers and attractive glossy foliage. The fruit has a smooth greenish-yellow rind, which is thicker than a typical 
Grapefruit. Holds well to the tree, stores well.

CITRUS X PARADISI 'RIO RED' 1984. A popular red-fleshed fruit. Medium sized and picked while still green. Flesh and juice have a beautiful red colour. 
Loves high heat. Fruit stores on the tree well and has best flavour in spring and summer. B May18th-FJune 5  th

1892. " This variety has a relatively small, nearly round, orange-yellow, seedy fruit of sweet flavour that lacks the typical 
grapefruit bitterness and aroma and is suggestive of sweet orange.  

1929. Dark pink seedless grapefruit that is juicy and flavourful. Peel has a slight pink blush. Flesh colour will fade 
somewhat later in the season. Tree is large and productive. B May18th-FJune 5  th

CITRUS X LIMON 'EUREKA' 1850's. The fruit have a smooth medium thin rind, high juice content, high acid level, low number of seeds and good 
flavour. The trees are less thorny than many other lemon varieties, which makes picking easier. Flowers are tinged with 
pink. In its early years Eureka is more productive than Lisbon and the harvest season remains longer also when fully 
grown, starting in late winter and continuing through spring till early summer. 

B May18th-FJune 5  th

CITRUS X LIMON var. Variegata The Pink-fleshed Eureka lemon is a variegated form of Eureka that appeared in a private garden in Burbank, California in 
1931. The flesh and juice of a mature fruit are pink. The juice is used in mixed drinks. The leaves and peel of the fruit are 
bi-coloured. The variegated lemon is an attractive ornamental plant with the bonus of edible fruit 

Harvey is of unknown parentage, but closely resembles the Eureka. It is very cold tolerant for a lemon variety. Was named 
for Harvey Smith at a grove in Clearwater, Florida. The leaves are very dense and produces a nice full tree. The fruit is 
juicy and nicely acidic. 

B June 5  th

CITRUS X LIMON 'LISBON' 1850-1875. Fruit is very juicy and acid The leaves are dense and tree is very vigorous. This Lisbon is more cold tolerant 
than the Eureka and is more productive with year round crop. B May18th-FJune 5  th

1908. Considered ever-bearing, the blooms are very aromatic. It is a lemon and orange hybrid. It is very cold hardy. Fruit 
is round with a thin rind. Fruit is juicy and has a very nice flavour, with a low acidity. The aroma and flavour are distinctive 
and many find it especially desirable. Makes the best lemonade.

B June 5  th

1887. Fragrant blooms produce extra large fruit.  It is considered ever-bearing It's small habit makes it a good variety to 
espalier with. Fruit is moderately juicy and fairly acidic. It is more cold sensitive and requires protection. Fruits mature 
throughout the year, ever-flowering the new growth and flowers are purple tinged.

B June 5  th

Sanbokan (Sanbô) is an old Japanese fruit of unknown origin. It was first described in 1848 and is still popular and grown 
mainly in the Wakayama Prefecture of Japan. It was early classified as a sour orange hybrid and indeed, molecular 
analysis has shown it to be a close relative of Nansho-daidai (Citrus taiwanica).  Due to its popularity and the shape and 
taste of the fruit is has many names: Sanbokan lemon, Sanbokan Sweet Lemon, Sanbokan grapefruit. This comparatively 
cold resistant 10 -15 feet tall tree bears large grapefruit-sized obovoid fruit. The prominent collar or neck of the mature 
fruit is a distinguishing feature. The yellow, coarsely pebbled rind is medium thick, about 1 cm, and easily removed.  The 
flesh is seedy, moderately juicy, sweet and has a good flavour. The leaves are fairly small, slightly winged with a petiole 
slightly shorter than average. The flavour of Sanbokan is lemon-like but sweeter. It can be used as limes and lemons. The 
juice tastes somewhat like sweetened lemonade. 

Mexican lime (Key lime, West Indian lime) is the common round lime grown especially in Mexico, Florida and the West 
Indies. The smaller roundish and seedy Mexican lime used to be the most commonly found lime but recently the 
seedless Persian lime (Tahiti lime) has become the favoured lime in the U.S. and Europe. In Mexico and other Central 
American countries people still prefer the Mexican lime. One of the reasons that limit the cultivation of Mexican lime is its 
extreme sensitivity to frost. This variety originally comes from South East Asia and thrives in similar tropical areas where it 
flowers throughout the year. In subtropical climate it normally gives one yearly crop and depending on local conditions 
typically matures by late summer.  The colour varies from dark green when immature to a yellowish green when ripe. All 
green lime types turn fully yellow when mature and soon thereafter drop from the tree. For marketing purposes limes are 
collected when still green. This was originally done to avoid confusion with lemons. For food and drinks the Mexican lime is 
at its juiciest and best medium ripe, when still partly green. If it is allowed to mature on the tree it loses some of its typical 
flavour and becomes less juicy. This is the Key lime of food recipes. The Key Lime Pie familiar from American cooking is 
made of graham crackers and condensed milk flavoured with lime. Limes used to be grown on the islands of south Florida 
called The Keys. However, the Persian lime is now the most commonly cultivated lime in mainland Florida and the rest of 
the U.S. and slowly replacing the original Mexican lime on other markets as well. This in my opinion is a pity because both 
the juice and the rind oil of Mexican lime have an inimitable and unique lime flavour.  

Persian lime (Bearss lime, Tahiti lime) is the elongated or ovate seedless lime, often with beautiful spring green flesh and 
juice. It is less acidic and often juicier than the Mexican lime(Citrus × aurantiifolia). Thrives in the tropics where it can 
produce fruit all year around. In most favourable conditions fruit are picked once a month throughout the year. Like other 
limes that for marketing purposes are picked when still green also the Persian lime turns yellow when fully ripe.  The 
trees are thornless and bigger than Mexican lime trees. Also the leaves are bigger and darker. The small immature fruits 
are virtually indistinguishable from small Mexican limes but bigger fruit are often more oval in shape. The Persian lime is 
slightly more tolerant of cold than the Mexican lime but still prefers warmer areas than lemon. The Persian lime 
(Citrus × latifolia) does not produce viable pollen. The extremely rare seeds are strongly monoembryonic and do therefore 
not grow true to type. Most seeds are flat, have a shriveled look and rarely germinate. A plump looking seed might 
germinate and produce an unknown hybrid. This is one of the reasons why many botanists think that the plant is originally 
of a hybrid nature. One of the newest theories is that it is a Mexican lime × lemon cross. The exact origin of the Persian or 
Tahiti lime is lost to history. But we do know that originally it grew neither in Persia nor in Tahiti. The fruit spread from 
Asia to the rest of the world by two paths. It most likely travelled to Europe and the Mediterranean basin by an old trade 
route via Persia. It spread to Australia in the early 19th century and later via Tahiti to California during the second half of 
the 19th century. However, there have been later introductions to Tahiti and other French Polynesia, because of the name 
perhaps. The limes grown in Iran today are of the Mexican type. There is a similiar confusion of names with the 
Indian Otaheite lime, which  travelled to Europe in the early 1800's through Tahiti (Otaheite). 

Tree is slow growing with an open growth habit. Very cold tolerant. Fruit is medium sized with orange flesh that is 
seedless, rich in flavour and juicy. Fruit does not hold well to tree, but does store well. Clip to harvest. Harvested 
November to December. 

1925.  Seedless fruit , small with dark orange-red colour. Juicy and flavourful. The tree is vigorous with dense foliage and 
produces a good crop of fruit which is still regarded as one of the best flavours. 

Kimbrough trees are large, strong, spreading and very productive.  The fruit is generally large and stores well on the tree 
after maturity. It has fewer seeds than other varieties of Satsuma. Easy peeling and excellent eating quality with superb 
flavor. Kimbrough is reported to be hardy down to 12F ( -11 C) and is known to have survived single digit temperatures for 
a few hours. Season is November-December. 

1935. Medium in size. Flesh is a deep yellow orange, rich in flavour, very aromatic and juicy. The peel is thin, and not as 
easy peeling as some mandarins, but not hard to peel. Holds well on the tree, tendency to alternate bear. The tree is 
vigorous with a dark leaves. The tree is fairly cold tolerant. 

1953. Fruit is small-medium in size, reddish-orange in colour, juicy, sweet and aromatic. Harvested November to January. 
Tree is highly cold tolerant. 

Easy peeling, sweet and seedless. The fruit is medium-large in size, with firm flesh. It has a distinctive neck and the peel is 
a rich orange yellow colour. Flavour is a rich mandarin orange honey. B June 5  th

Xie Shan is the Chinese translation of the original Japanese name ‘Wakiyama’. It has a unique flavour and taste that differs 
from other Satsumas. With harvesting starting by mid-September Xie Shan together with 'Miyagawa' forms a new group of 
easy-peeling, completely seedless, super-early satsumas. 

B June 5  th

Fruit very small, oblate to spherical; apex flattened or depressed. Rind colour orange to orange-red; very thin, smooth, and 
finely pitted, easily separable only at maturity; sweet/sour and edible. Segments about 9 and axis small and semi-
hollow. Flesh orange-coloured; tender, juicy, and acid, used in marmalade's, jellies and drinks. Seeds few, small, plump, 
poly-embryonic, and with green cotyledons. Fruit holds on tree remarkably well. Tree of medium vigour, highly productive, 
upright and columnar, nearly thorn-less; leaves small, broadly oval, and mandarin-like. Strongly cold-resistant. 
Outstanding in containers.  

B May18th-FJune 5  th

1976. Red Navel Fruit is typical for Navel, easy peeling, sweet and juicy, with red colouring Colour develops well in warm 
weather. Harvested November to February. Tree is compact and dense in growth habit. 

1939, Smallest of the navels, but with more colour quality and flavour. The fruit is medium sized, well coloured, rich flavor, 
juicy, seedless and sweet. The fruit holds well to the tree without losing its internal quality. Harvested from October to 
January.

B June 5  th

Medium sized fruit, with excellent colour and sweet flavour with few or no seeds. Peel is thin and adherent. Tree is 
vigorous and very productive. One of the best coloured of the early varieties. 

Fruit is large, seedless, easy peeling, juicy and flavorful. Very similar to the Washington Navel, although a little smaller 
and a little more heavier bearing. Tree is droopy with rounded top, medium in size and vigour B June 5  th

1954. A late maturing navel orange, and first of a number of late maturing Australian navel oranges. The fruit is of similar 
size and shape, but it has a smoother peel and a slightly smaller navel. Seedless with a fine rich flavour. The fruit matures 
four to six week later than the Washington navel orange and stores on the tree for several months after reaching maturity 
before the quality deteriorates.  

B June 5  th
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COFFEE
COFFEA ARABIC

2015 spr Exotica

CURRANTS Do not ripen after picking
BLACK

BLACK TITANIA 2014 spr B/F B Apr 18 Vrmrs

RED

RED LAKE 2014 spr B/F B Apr 18 Vrmrs

HAS KAP Do not ripen after picking
AURORA 2016 fl B Apr 20 Wifl

BOREALIS 2015 spr B/F B Apr 14 Vrmrs

BERRY BLUE 2015 spr B/F B Apr 14 Vrmrs

TUNDRA Very firm berries, producing high yields of large oval shaped berries that have a sweet and tangy flavour. 2015 spr B/F B Apr 14 Vrmrs

FAGUS SYLVATICA
Zone 4 PURPUREA

2017 spr RABBIT!! Wifl

FIG Does not ripen after picking
Zone 6b-10 FICUS BEERS BLACK. 6'<12', Smaller black Fruit, Excellent Flavour.

2017 spr AGRI

Zone 7-11 FICUS BLACK MISSION. 4'<10', Premium Fig, Wonderful Flavour. 2 crops.
2017 spr AGRI

Zone 6b-10 FICUS CHICAGO HARDY. 4'<8'
2015 spr F F Apr 14 Winter Kill Vrmrs

Zone 7-10 FICUS 'DESERT KING'. 4'<8', High Quality, Yellow Skinned Fruits/ July until Fall.
2017 spr AGRI

Zone 7 
2018 spr AGRI

Zone 7-11 FICUS 'ISCHIA', 4'< 10'. Yellow Skinned Excellent Flavour. July<August.

2017 spr AGRI

Medium sized fruit that is juicy, good colour, excellent flavour. Ripens the same time as the Gardner. Holds well to the tree. 
Tree is cold tolerant and less susceptible to preharvest fruit drop than Pineapple. Harvested January to March. B May18th-FJune 5  th

Moro, in its turn, can have the most intense deep dark, almost purple-black flesh and juice of all blood oranges while it 
may not have even the slightest speck of pigmentation on the skin. Some say the colour of fully ripe Moro juice resembles 
the colour of the best wines from Burgundy. The skins of ripe full blood oranges can have as much anthocyanin as the 
skins of ripe dark grapes.  

B May18th-FJune 5  th

CITRUS X SINENSIS 'PINEAPPLE' (SEEDLESS) Seedless type found 1932” Fruit medium-sized, spherical to slightly obovate; basal area sometimes depressed and radially 
furrowed; commonly with faint aureole ring. Well-coloured. Rind medium-thick; surface finely pitted and slightly 
pebbled. Flesh colour light orange; tender, juicy; flavour rich though sweet. Mid-season in maturity. Does not hold on tree. 
Tree moderately vigorous, medium-large, thorn-less, and highly productive. Named Pineapple because of its delicate 
fragrance. 

B June 5  th

1988. Large fruit that is seedless, juicy with pink to red pigmentation. Valencia is the only variety that carries both the old 
and new crop on the tree after bloom. Fruit holds well to tree, although re-greening can occur late in the season. Tree is 
somewhat up right, vigorous and prolific. B June 5  th

Fruit is medium-sized, globose to slightly oblong; seeds relatively few. Well-coloured, with reddish flush under favourable 
conditions. Rind medium-thick, finely pitted, and lightly pebbled. Flesh tender and juicy; flavour rich. Flesh colour orange, 
with red under favourable conditions. An Excellent early juice Orange. Mid season in maturity. Tree is moderately vigorous, B May 1  st – F

Medium to large sized fruit that has few to no seeds. The flesh colors a nice blood color and flavor is outstanding if picked 
late in January. Flavor is sweet with a nice balance of acidity. Tree is vigorous with an open form.  Tarocco came 
from Sanguino, one of the oldest and now rarest Italian light blood oranges, which should not be confused with the 
Italian Sanguinello variety. Tarocco is a medium-sized, vigorous, moderately productive tree. Many Tarocco trees are quite 
thorny. Recently some incompatibility issues have arisen with trifoliate rootstock. Tarocco fruit have a typical, slightly 
ovate shape. The fruit are bottom heavy and the shape tapers towards the top, which can have a pointed collar. The rind is 
medium thick but easily peelable. The lightly pigmented flesh is soft and finely textured. The flavour is rich and fragrant 
and has a good balance of acidity and sugar. Tarocco is the preferred blood orange of Italians.  Tarocco is considered one 
of the best blood orange varieties and some say it is one of the most delicious sweet orange varieties in general. Top chefs 
especially in the US say Tarocco is the finest dessert orange.  

Originally from either Spain or Portugal, to Florida in 1870. Grows well, is easy to cultivate and very productive. The fruit 
is of a high quality and seedless (0-6 seeds). The peel is thin and the pulp is tender and very juicy. A late variety and keeps 
well on the tree. It can be picked until late spring, or even early summer. Up to 15 mths to ripen. Fruit are of high quality 
but in heat and without cool nights the colour break does not occur and the fruit remain greenish even when fully ripe.  

B June 5  th

The large exceptionally delicious round seedless fruits are rich in flavour and have a slightly pebbled orange rind that is 
easily peeled. Early in maturity, 10 mths, at its best in the late autumn to winter months, but will hold on the tree for 
several months beyond maturity and stores well. The fruit was medium yellow and had a thick rind that came off easily. 
The segments are seedless, loose, very juicy and very sweet. The sugar to acid balance was on the sugary side but had 
enough acids to make a pleasing citrus flavour. The texture was firm but melting. All in all one of the best oranges to eat 
fresh. 

1942. Fruit medium in size, medium-oblate in form; base flattened and sometimes slightly corrugated. Rind thin, leathery, 
moderately adherent but easily peel-able; surface smooth and glossy; colour deep orange to almost coral-red at 
maturity. Flesh colour deep orange; juicy; flavour rich and distinctive. Seeds are numerous. Medium-early in maturity. Tree 
virtually thorn-less, more upright than Clementine; dense foliage composed of medium-sized lanceolate leaves.

B May18th-FJune 5  th

1930`s. Wekiwa is a hybrid of Sampson Tangelo and a grapefruit and therefore should be called a tangelolo. It is delicious, 
very juicy sweet tropical flavour, of average size for mandarins. The tree is not vigorous but it is very productive and the 
fruit ripen in January. Under favourable conditions rind pink-blushed and flesh amber-pink. Early in maturity. B June 5  th

Developed from a private breeding program in Scottsmoor, Florida, this white tangelo is large in size, nearly seedless, 
ripens very early, is sweet and juicy. Hybrid between a Mandarine & a Grapefruit

1867. Known as the Christmas Tangerine. Fruit are oblate to pear-shaped and of medium size. Peel is deep orange-red to 
red, smooth, glossy at first but lumpy and fluted later, thin, leathery and tough. Pulp dark-orange, of fine quality, richly 
flavoured. Tree is vigorous, upright and thorn-less Matures in late autumn and winter.  

A Clementine and Ponkan hybrid. It is easy peeling, sweet and juicy. Fruit is medium in size with bright orange-red flesh. 
Fruit holds well to tree without loosing quality. Harvested November to December. B May18th-FJune 5  th

Fruit is medium in size, slightly oblate to subglobose; basal area slightly raised and furrowed. Rind thin, leathery, 
moderately adherent but readily peel-able; surface smooth and glossy: colour deep yellowish-orange at maturity. Flesh 
colour orange; tender and melting; juice abundant; flavour rich and sweet. Seeds are numerous. Medium-early in maturity. 
Tree nearly thorn-less; dense foliage of medium-sized, lanceolate leaves. 

B May18th-FJune 5  th

1922. Because this fruit has such a thin peel, it is clipped from the tree rather than pulled. The glossy smooth rind clings to 
the pulp, but is still easily peeled when fresh. The tender flesh has twelve orange-coloured segments with numerous 
seeds, but there is an abundance of reddish-orange juice with a mango-like sweetness. Also called Florida Honey. Medium 
late, holds average on tree. Medium vigour, upright with long willowy branches.

B June 5  th

Fruit is medium-large, easy peeling, with deep yellow-orange flesh. It is juicy, with rich and sweet flavour. It is a heavy 
producer which can result in limb breakage. Thinning may be required. October to December. The tree is upright spreading 
and can have limb and twig die-back in early years. It is one of the more cold hardy varieties. Thorn-less

A Robinson and Osceola hybrid. Fruit is medium in size, juicy and sweet with dark orange flesh. Peel is thin and brittle, but 
not hard to peel. Harvested November to December. B May 1  st – F B May18th-FJune 5  th

A small tree, 2 to 8 m tall, with characteristic horizontal branching. Its leaves are evergreen and usually shiny. 
Flowers: The flowers are hermaphroditic and sweet-scented, the corolla white, tubular, normally with 5 lobes. Fruits: The 
fruits are usually red but sometimes yellow or purple at maturity. The outer layer is soft, edible and sweet-tasting, 
containing two or sometimes one 'seed' — actually a seed encased in a hard, almost crispy outer layer which together 
forms a structure known as a pyrene; this outer layer is removed by milling. Seeds: The seed itself is pale fawn or brown 
(dark brown only after roasting) and has a characteristic groove on its inner surface, which curls round inside the seed. .

B May 1  st – F

Black currant with biggest, tastiest fruit.  Very productive and vigorous. Self fertile bushes (4-5ft), fruit stores very well 
( 2-3 months)  B May18th-FJune 5  th

One of the best red currant varieties, it bears long strands of large, juicy red fruits that hold well on the bushes. Great for 
jellies and preserves. B May18th-FJune 5  th

Largefruit size, but most important of all - great flavour which is as good or better than that of any haskap. Vigorous, high 
producing plants mature at 1.5-2m (5-6ft) high and wide. B May18th-FJune 5  th

Borealis produces a high yield of very large berries that have excellent flavour but are less firm. Borealis is great for eating 
fresh. B May18th-FJune 5  th

Developed in the Czech Republic, one of the most vigorous and tallest varieties. It produces smaller tubular shaped berries 
that are of medium firmness and have good, but tart flavour. HT: 2 meters (6 feet) B May18th-FJune 5  th

B May18th-FJune 5  th

Large stately ornamental shade trees, to 18m (60ft) tall with a dense, oval crown and smooth light gray bark. Reddish 
coloured leaves emerge in the spring, changing to a deep, regal purple for the summer. Small, triangular nuts are 
produced heavily every few years with light yields in between.

Medium sized with outstanding distinct sweet flavour, excellent either fresh or dried. A reddish pink interior and a violet 
skin. Rated to zone 7 and potentially to zone 6, so many homes can enjoy growing this cultivar outdoors year round. 

One of the most well known figs in cultivation (since 1769). It is known for its blackish-purple skin with a strawberry 
coloured centre. 'Black Mission' Fig has a wonderful flavour that is very distinct. These delicious high sugar figs are superb 
either fresh or dried. Also good for canning. 'Black Mission' produces a heavy first crop (breba) in early summer and then 
its main crop in Fall. This fig is a very vigorous grower. 
A brown fig, rich and sweet. Good for potted culture, although it is a most dependable outdoor fig. Hardy Chicago ripens its 
figs from August until fall frost and will have some fruit in July. Leaves are the 5-lobed type. 

A large, sweet, high quality delicious, greenish yellow fig with rich, reddish purple flesh.  This San Pedro type cultivar has a 
very good breba crop (first crop), the second crop is not as good in quality as the first. The pulp is sweet and delicious 
either fresh or dried.  This particular cultivar should not be pruned severely. This highly vigorous tree originated in Madera, 
California around 1920.  One of the best for container growing. 

FICUS 'GE NERI'  Largest ITALIAN Fig Extremely large fruit, Easy to grow. An Italian fig, add this rare variety to your collection and bring delicious, sweet flavour 
to your kitchen! Does not tolerate excessively wet soil, but needs ample moisture during fruiting.

An excellent, medium sized, sweet, green to greenish yellow, thin skinned fig with red flesh that resembles a strawberry 
when peeled.  These are especially attractive when used in a fruit salad.  It is recommended for areas with short 
summers.  This cultivar offers much to the home gardener.  It is small in ultimate size, so even small yards can contain one 
without difficulty.  It bears from mid-season till late in the season to extend the harvest and the quality is excellent.  The 
figs possess a fine, excellent flavour either fresh or dried. Due to its fairly well closed, small eye, they are resistant to 
spoilage by either weather or insects. Originally from Spain, it makes a small tree when mature and is one of the best to 
grow in containers. 
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Zone 7-10 FICUS 'LATTRULA', 4'< 8'. Italian Honey Fig, Yellow Skin. 2 Crops.
2017 spr AGRI

Zone 6-10 FICUS 'LITTLE RUBY', 2'<3'. Natural Dwarf. Bite Sized, Tasty Maroon Fruit. 2 Crops.
2017 spr F Winter Kill AGRI

Zone 6-10 FICUS 'OLYMPIAN', 4'<8'. Very Sweet Thin Skinned Purple Fruit.
2017 spr F AGRI

Zone 7-11 FICUS 'TEXAS EVERBEARING', 4'<10'. Large Sweet and Nearly Seedless.

2017 spr F AGRI

Zone 6-10 FICUS 'VIOLET DE BORDEAUX', 3'<5'. Delightfully Sweet Purple Fruit. 2 Crops.
2017 spr AGRI

Zone 7-11 FICUS 'WHITE MARSEILLES', 4'<10'. Yellow White Fruit. Thomas Jefferson's Favourite Fig.
2017 spr AGRI

Zone 7-10a FICUS 'YELLOW LONG NECK', 4'<8'. Honey Sweet Large Yellow Fruit.
2017 spr Winter Kill AGRI

GINGER
ZINGIBERIS OFFICINALE

2015 spr N/A N/A N/A AGRI

GOOSEBERRY Do not ripen after picking
GOOD NEIGHBOUR! (TRUDY), NOT AVAILABLE 3 B/F Val Brk

2017 spr Wifl

GRAPE Does not ripen after picking
BLACK

2013 fl B/F B/F Val Brk

RED

2017 spr Wifl

WHITE

2017 spr Wifl

2017 spr Wifl

GUAVA
Zone 9-11 PSIDIUM 'BARBIE PINK', 6'<12'. Bears Year Round, Largest and Sweetest.

2017 spr B/F AGRI

Zone 9-11 PSIDIUM 'PERUVIAN WHITE', 6'<12'. Large Honey Sweet, Almost Seedless. 2017 spr B/F AGRI

Zone 9-11 PSIDIUM TIKAI', 6'<12'. Yellow Skin With Sweet Pink Flesh. Baseball Size Fruit All Year Round.
2017 spr B/F AGRI

LOGANBERRY Does not ripen after picking
GOOD NEIGHBOUR! (NEIL) NOT AVAILABLE B/F

MULBERRY Do not ripen after picking
Zone 5-11

2017 spr AGRI

MUSA
Zone 8-11

2017 spr AGRI

Zone 9-11
AGRI

Zone 9-11
AGRI

Zone 7b-11

AGRI

Zone 8-11
AGRI

Zone 8-11
2017 spr AGRI

NECTARINE
Zone 6 This genetic dwarf nectarine has medium to large, juicy yellow fleshed fruit. Spectacular pink blossoms in spring. 2017 spr Wifl

OLEA
Zone 8-9

2017 spr Winter Kill AGRI

Zone 8-11

2018 spr AGRI

ORCHID

A very big, sweet, long bearing, lemon green fig with honey coloured flesh.  It is excellent during dry harvest seasons but 
will have some spoilage during exceptionally wet or humid weather.  It is very good dried or for eating fresh and when the 
fruit is "right", it is unsurpassed! Produces an abundance of fruit twice a year. A great selection for container culture too.

Suitable for containers or even bonsai, ‘Little Ruby’ has a natural dwarf habit that happily produces in small containers or 
even as bonsai! With small, tasty, sweet bite-sized, reddish brown fruit. It produces an early, strong breba crop on the 
previous year’s shoot growth. This new fig is cold hardy to zone 6 and great for patio plantings and as a winter houseplant. 

Won the Retailers' Choice Award at the 2014 Far-West Show! 'Olympian' is a ultra cold hardy fig & absolutely delicious. 
This fig produces very sweet fruits with thin purple skin with a red to violet flesh. A unique heirloom variety, good size for 
container growing. If pruning is necessary, do after harvest.  
Everything is bigger in Texas, so they say. This Fig follows that by producing  a good, large, (sometimes 2” in diameter) 
sweet, brownish yellow, bell shaped fig with a long fruiting season.  The flesh is strawberry coloured, nearly seedless and 
delicious.  It bears at an early age and gives a good crop even in cool, short summers.  The second crop matures early and 
is even heavier than the first.  The tree is very hardy and even if frozen to the ground, it will usually bear on the new 
sprouts that same year. Stays shorter in containers, a great feature for patio edibles. 

Discovered about 1680 in Versailles (thought to be originally from Spain) this hardy cultivar produces large, almost black 
fruit with very deep red pulp.  The flavour is rich and delightfully sweet. Producing two crops per year;  breba fruit are 
pyriform with thick, tapering necks, the main crop fruit are spherical often without necks. Excellent fresh or dried but 
probably needs heat to develop the best flavour. This dwarf and prolific cultivar is considered by some to be the very best 
tasting fig around. 
 A fairly hardy, large, lemon coloured, thin skinned fig with tender, white to light amber flesh.  They are very sweet and 
have a high sugar content.  An old, (pre 1769) reliable variety, this fig is excellent in all respects and a favourite of Thomas 
Jefferson. Produces a small breba crop. They will split if watered too much while ripe. This slow growing, dense tree is well 
adapted to containers. 
A very delicious fig, superior to the Ischias and Celeste. Medium to large, short stalk and long neck. The skin is thin, tender 
and bright yellow in colour. Yellow Long Neck Figs are honey sweet in flavour. Best eaten right off the tree but if allowed 
to make it to the kitchen the fruit will make a stupendous jam or pie. Vigorous and productive it can be grown in a large 
container. Will produce in the same year that the wood has been killed to the ground by a hard winter. 

This is a great selection of edible yellow ginger root that produces rhizomes quickly. These rhizomes can be dug as soon 4-
6 months in ground or from a container. Store bought ginger root is mature, fibrous , & extra spicy. "Baby Ginger", which 
is harvested juvenile, is becoming more and more popular in the culinary arts. It is more mild, tender & does not need to 
be peeled. The shelf life is about 1-2 weeks at room temperature. This makes it an ideal plant to have in the home 
garden/container, where it can be harvested fresh as needed. 

B May 1  st B May18th-FJune 5  th

JEANNE 2006, Sept Large, thin-skinned, deep maroonred berries with sweet, luscious, full-flavoured taste. Very resistant to powdery mildew 
and other fungal diseases. This superior disease resistance explains those top yields it is noted for. Compact, upright bush 
with mercifully few thorns matures at 90 cm (3ft).

B May 1  st B May18th-FJune 5  th

CONCORDE, 1849, Sept Concord can be used as a table, juice or wine grape and makes excellent grape jelly. These vigorous, hardy and productive 
vines produce medium sized clusters of large dark blue or purple slip skin grapes that are flavourful and highly aromatic 
with a large seed. Late season.

B May18th-FJune 5  th

SOMERSET Lte Aug Medium sized, ruddy, reddish golden berries with a crispy texture and a pleasant, surprising strawberry-like flavour. 
Makes a delectable pink juice, as well as jams and jellies. The fruit is edible at the pink stage but becomes much sweeter 
and more flavourful if left until fully red. Easy to grow, very good disease resistance and not excessively vigorous. Ripens 
four weeks before Concord in late August or early September.

B May18th-FJune 5  th

BRIANNA  Erl Sept Earning acclaim for its savoury pineapple-like tropical taste and superior winter hardiness. Equally desirable as a seeded 
table or wine grape, this vigorous, productive variety is mildew-resistant, ripens relatively early  usually early September, ̶
and has survived -30ºC temperatures.

SWENSON WHITE  Sept An unusual, but very pleasant fruity flavour. Its thick skin and high brix content no doubt contribute to its impressive 
disease resistance. Vigorous and winter hardy it makes a good candidate for ice wine a well as for fresh eating. Ripens just 
before Concord.

Considered to be one of the best guavas for the home garden. This highly productive cultivar produces some of the largest 
and sweetest pear-shaped fruit, yellow skinned and with thick pink flesh. Lower in pectin than other varieties, this variety 
is superior for eating out-of-hand or processing into juice. Very reliable, heavy producer. Will fruit in container.

Super easy to fruit, a great beginners container fruit. Plant sets fruit year round. Peruvian White is a smooth textured, 
large fairly seedless fruit. Flavour is honey sweet. Excellent in tropical juice drinks, jellies and pies.
An excellent cultivar with large yellow-skinned fruit (about the size of a baseball) and sweet, pink flesh. The tree is very 
compact and fruits on and off year-round and may begin fruiting at a young age. The more sun and warmth they receive, 
the more fruit they will produce. Tikal is an early bloomer and it makes a fine subject for containers where it can be easily 
maintained. This pest-and disease-resistant fruit is a great selection for the beginning fruit gardener. 

MORUS NIGRA, DWARF, 2'<6'. Everbearing Sweet Medium Sized Fruit. Easy-to-grow, this abundant producer of sweet and luscious medium-sized fruit has performed exceptionally well in pots 
yielding several crops per year even during the first season. It is best to pick the fruit ripe, as it does not ripen after 
picking. When not devoured fresh they are ideal in jams, wine and pies. If grown in pots, they are continuous producers 
cycling in and out of flower and fruit when given warm temperatures and adequate light. They can be kept under 2’ with 
moderate pruning. In the ground, they turn into a large bush. Mulberries are known for their immune system enhancing 
benefits. They are also thought to improve eyesight. Also they are very disease-and-insect resistant. 

MUSA 'DOUBLE (MAHOI)' 7-8', 2+ Heads Sweet Fruit, after 2nd crop. Musa Double Mahoi is a Dwarf plant that grows from about 5 to 7 feet tall. A very rare and unusual plant that produces two 
large heads of fruit on the same plant and can occasionally produce a third head of fruit. Fruit is highly rated, very tasty 
and sweet, considered AAA+. Mahoi means twins in Hawaiian. Makes a great house or patio plant.

MUSA 'DWARF GREEN'.  Creamy Orange pulp Musa 'Dwarf Green' is a sturdy plant with extremely thick leaves, which may be used for wrapping and grilling meat, as 
well as serving food. They also make this cultivar very wind tolerant. This is a Cavendish type banana that produces a 
creamy orange pulp fruit.

MUSA 'DWARF IHOLENA'  Rare, wonderful taste. Creamy Orange pulp Rare with a wonderful taste, Musa 'Dwarf Itholena' is a sturdy plant with extremely thick leaves, which are used for 
wrapping and grilling meat, as well as serving food. They also make this cultivar very wind tolerant. A Cavendish type 
banana that produces a creamy orange pulp fruit.

MUSA 'DWARF ORINOCO'  Desert or Cooking The 'Dwarf Orinoco' is a small vigorous plant that is solid green and has a thick stem. It is a heavy bearer of thick skinned 
fruit of very good eating quality. There is very little curvature to the fruit and the fruit can ripen on the plant without 
splitting. 'Dwarf Orinoco' versatility make them popular in many regions of the world. The plant is hardy and withstands 
cold temperatures and wind, but may be supported when carrying large heads of fruit.

MUSA 'LACATAN'  'Best' Tasting Desirable for desert bananas because of their sweet taste, aroma, and firm texture when ripe. They are preferred to 
Cavendish varieties in their native region of the Philippines. Claimed to be the best tasting banana. Harvest fruit in 8 to 12 
months.

MUSA 'GRAN NAIN'(large dwarf), 6'<8'. 40<60lbs bunch. A very attractive, solid green banana up to 6 feet tall that is the producer of the famed delicious "Chiquita" bananas.  
These choice, very large heads of edible fruit are seedless and of the highest quality, taste is sweeter when picked ripe 
from the plant vs, green from the store. It is a quick ripening variety that is borne in racemes weighing 40-60lbs (20-
25kgs) each. Exhibits superb wind and disease resistance. 

GOLDEN PROLIFIC  Mid Sept B May 1  st B May 20  th

ARBEQUINA 4'<10'. . Bring a taste of the Mediterranean to your home. This variety is revered as both a table olive – for its mild, buttery and 
lightly fruity flavour – as well as an oil olive for one of the highest concentrations of healthy, antioxidant-rich oils. Even a 
small tree can produce 20lbs (8kgs) of Olives. Tasty fruit and gorgeous gray-green foliage will evoke the rolling Spanish 
landscapes where this variety is widely grown. Olives hang well on the tree and ripen at different intervals. Drought and 
Heat tolerant and pest-resistant. Ripens starting in November. Self-pollinating. Can be kept smaller by pruning. If you live 
in a cooler climate, plant these warm-weather plants in containers so that you can move them indoors before freezing 
temperatures arrive. Semi-deciduous, meaning they will drop leaves in extreme cold. Need 200-300 chill hrs (below 50'F 
10'C) for best fruiting.

OLEA EUROPAEA 'MANZANILLO' 4-032. Best table Olive Imported from Spain in the late 1800s it produces quality black edible fruit annually. A great table and oil olive, high in 
anti-oxidants with smaller pits, yielding more flesh. 'Manzanillo' is ranked as the world's best table olive. This small 
spreading evergreen tree is a vigorous and prolific fruiter. The soft, gray-green foliage has small, pollen-rich white flowers 
that grow on long stems from the leaf axis. Although it's self-fertile, cross-pollination with Arbequina will increase yields. 
The medium/large-sized (about 1”) fruits are often picked green but will ripen to deep black when left on the tree. 
Although pruning keeps trees at the desired height, remember that olives usually bear fruit on the previous year's growth. 
Bring your olive tree inside once temperatures reach 32'F/0'C and provide cool, but not freezing, temperatures with 
indirect light for the winter months. Remember: olives must be cured before eating. Grow as a Patio Plant or House Plant! 
Makes a very unusual bonsai! Need 200 chill hrs (below 50'F 10'C) for best fruiting.
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VANILLA PLANIFOLIA

2015 spr Exotica

PAPAYA
Zone 9-11

2017 spr B/F AGRI

Zone 9-11 2017 spr B/F AGRI

PAWPAW
Zone 5 2016 fl Wifl

Zone 5 2016 fl Wifl

PEACH
Zone 4

2018 spr Wifl

Zone 5 2017 spr Wifl

Zone 5 
2017 spr Wifl

Zone 4/5 FLAMIN' FURY PF 24C
2018 spr Wifl

Zone 5/6 2017 spr Winter Kill Wifl

Zone 4/5 2018 spr Wifl

PEAR
ASIAN

Zone 5 
2016 spr Sil Crk

Jpn
Zone 5 

2016 fl Wifl

Zone 4 2016 fl Wifl

2016 fl Wifl

Zone 4 2016 fl Wifl

Jpn Zone 4/5 2016 spr Sil Crk

Jpn Zone 5 Fruit are both extra large and flavourful. The skin is brown and russeted, and the fruit are round shaped. 2016 spr B Apr 22 – F Sil Crk

Zone 5 A popular heritage Japanese variety with large orange-brown fruit that is round and speckled. Flavour is sweet and mild. 
2015 spr B Apr 22 – F Sil Crk

Kor Zone 5 Syn: Pingo Li. Round, brown, russetted, mildew resistant. 2015 spr B Apr 22 – F, all dropped Sil Crk

Chinese Zone 5 SEURI-LI Chinese pear. Yellow-brown skin. Flesh is sweet-tasting, but slightly tart with a hint of apricot flavour 2015 spr Sil Crk

Jpn
Zone 4/5

2015 spr B Apr 22 – F Grn Brn

Zone 4 
B Apr 22 – F Grn Brn

EUROPEAN

Zone 5 2016 spr Sil Crk

Zone 4
2016 fl Sil Orch

Zone 4
2017 spr Wifl

Zone 4 2015 spr B Apr 22 Sil Crk

Zone 5 2016 spr Sil Crk

Zone 3 Sil Orch

Zone 3 2016 spr Sil Crk

Sil Orch

Zone 4
2018 spr Wifl

Zone 5 2015 spr Sil Crk

Zone 4 
Sil Orch

Zone 4/5
2014 fl Sil Orch

Zone 5 2015 spr B Apr 22 Sil Crk

Zone 4/5
2017 spr Wifl

Zone 4 2014 fl Sil Orch

Zone 2/3 Heavy crops of small to medium sized fruit. Sugary-sweet, juicy and delicious for snacking. 2015 spr Grn Brn

Zone 3 2014 fl B B Apr 22 – F Sil Orch

PEPPPER
Zone 10

2016 spr B B Apr 14 Exotica

This orchid is a tropical plant which requires a warm humid climate. It is intolerant of frost. Best growing temperatures are 
in the area of 80-85 degrees F. in daytime and 60-65 degrees F. at night. Best location is in bright shade with tolerance for 
some early morning sun. Requires organically rich, fertile, consistently moist (but not soggy) soil with regular watering. 
Daily misting is appreciated. This vine needs a good support structure on which to grow. Light but regular fertilization is 
recommended. Plants may not produce flowers until reaching a mature size. Once flowering occurs, a flower must be 
pollinated in order for fruit to develop. Outside of its native territory of Mexico where flowers are pollinated by a tiny bee 
(a Melipone), plant flowers must be hand-pollinated in order to produce fruit. During flowering season, hand-pollination 
must occur daily since each flower lasts only one day. Hand-pollination requires some skill (rostellum must be lifted so 
that the anther can be pressed onto the stigma). When pollination is successful, a skinny fruit pod will appear over the 
next 2 months, with each fruit pod remaining on the vine for 6-9 months before maturation. Once mature, the bean pod is 
cut off the plant and cured. Curing is time consuming and lengthy: (a) scald bean pod in water for about one minutes to 
stop the ripening process, (b) sweat/heat for about 7 days by heating/drying pods in sun for several hours in the daytime 
and then wrapping the pods in wool cloth and storing them in boxes to sweat overnight, and (c) air-dry in hot sun for 3 
months. Vanilla is the only orchid that produces an edible fruit. Vanilla is very expensive to purchase (reportedly it is the 
most expensive spice after saffron). 

CARICA 'T.R. HOVEY', 4'<6'. DWF, Exotic and deliciously edible, ‘TR Hovey’ is a dwarf habit papaya that was hybridized for hydroponic culture and is perfect 
for patio and home garden growing in pots. Papayas need sunny, warm growing conditions and the soil temperature needs 
to be 60°F or higher. ‘TR Hovey’ will grow quickly and produce ripe fruit in as little as one year’s time. Grow it inside in the 
winter and take it outside in the summer months. Fruit will start developing only 12” from the base of the plant.

CARICA 'TAINUNG-1', 5'<10'. Semi-Dwf. First fruit sets when the plants are approx 36” (91 cm) tall. Fruits average 2.2 pounds (1 kg) each, and have sweet bright 
orange-red flesh. B May 20  th

CAMPBELL NC-1 (1976)  Mid Sept Considered to be one of the most ornamental paw paw trees, its large leaves are a dark, blueish-green. Large fruits have 
thin yellowish-green skin, buttery yellow flesh with few seeds and very good flavour. B May 18  th

SHENANDOAH  Lte Sept The extra large fruit can weigh close to one pound! Pale green skin covers the delectable creamy yellow custard-like flesh. 
Smaller percentage of seeds and a mild sweet flavour. B May 18  th

CONTENDER 1987 Dip/F/C Freestone  Erl Sept Building a reputation as the best flavoured of the hardier peaches. Large, beautifully coloured fruit has firm, sweet, 
freestone flesh that resists browning when cut and a small pit. The reasons why Contender is becoming known as a 
dependable producer are its cold hardy fruit buds and late blooming habit,also showing considerable resistance to 
bacterial spot

CRIMSON ROCKET (columnar/freestone)  Aug Unique, narrow, upright tree (1.5 - 1.8 meters / 5 - 6 feet wide) and high quality fruit. Medium to large sized peaches have 
excellent colour with form, sweet, yellow flesh. Freestone. B May18th-FJune 5  th

EMPRESSS DwF Dip/F/FS  Erl Aug Stunning beauty of the Empress in full bloom, and the regal grandeur of late summer foliage bedecked with large, glowing, 
rosy red-pink ripe fruit The flavour is outstanding. The juicy, yellow flesh is very sweet and obviously delicious. B May 1  st B May 18  th

This newer variety from Michigan has earned a reputation for setting heavy crops when other varieties around it were 
being wiped out by a late spring frost, making it an obvious candidate to try in our less than ideal Canadian settings. Large, 
firm, highly coloured freestone fruit has sweet, juicy, yellow flesh.

GOLDEN GLORY Dip/F/FS  Lte Sept Large yellow fleshed fruit, with golden skin that has an attractive red blush. Gorgeous whether in bloom, or covered with 
ripe fruit. Flavour is right up there with the best. B May 1  st 

HARROW DIAMOND Dip/F/J Freestone  Erl-mid Aug Harrow Diamond is the first really good peach of the season. Medium sized, red blushed fruit has sweet, juicy, 
nonbrowning yellow flesh that is freestone when fully ripe. Significant disease resistance across the board.

ASIAN, syn-
Korean/Olympic 

Giant

AR-RI-RANG Self Sterile Dip/F/K5m+ <1kg  Lte Oct Syn: Korean Giant, Olympic. Produces very large fruit of excellent quality. Tolerant to fire blight. Arirang is a Korean pear 
and one of the best, late ripening varieties.  The original name in Korean means "sweet pear." Arirang is a large attractive 
orange-brown pear is very crisp, very sweet and juicy. Arirang's flesh is firm and Arirang will keep in the refrigerator 
crisper up to 6 months.

CHOJURO  (Heritage,1895) Self Sterile Trip/F/K6m “The Rum Pear”  Mid Sept Sometimes called Òld World`. The fruit is large, flat-shaped with brown skin. Flesh is very sweet and crisp. Pick when 
colour turns yellow-brown and it will store for the winter; if allowed to overripen it does not keep. Moderate fire blight 
resistance. 

HAYATAME Dip/F/J  Lte Aug A medium-sized, orange-brown pear with an exotic tropical fruit flavour, this thirst-quenching Pear is the first Asian to 
ripen.

Jpn-(Kikusi x 
Yakumo) x 

Yakumo

HOSUI Dip/F/K1m“Much Water” Lte Aug ‘Hosui’ boasts the finest flavour of any Asian pear. Very round, medium to large fruit, with golden russet skins and firm, 
juicy, sweet-tart flesh, mingles pearlike sweetness with applelike crunch. Self pollinating. Cold hardy, drought resistant 
and heat tolerant. Chilling requirements of 450 hrs. 

KENKO PL-Dip/F/K8-12  Lte Sept Large, golden brown Asian pear is crunchy, aromatic and refreshing with its delicate pineapple-tinged flavour. It will easily 
keep for at least 6 mo. Kenko is very disease resistant.

MEIGETSU Dip/F/K6 Mid Oct Large, golden brown fruit is crisp, aromatic and pleasantly sweet. Vigorous and spreading, tree appears to be quite hardy 
and disease resistant.

MISHIRASU Self Sterile Dip/F  Erl Oct B May18th-FJune 5  th

Jpn-
Amanogawa x 
Imamura Aki

NIITAKA Heritage Self Sterile  Trip/F/K4 <1kg  Lte Oct
B May18th-FJune 5  th

PING-GUO-LI Self Sterile Dip/F  Lte Oct B May18th-FJune 5  th

B May18th-FJune 5  th

SHINKO (new success)  Dip/F/J/K4m  “Butterscotch Pear”  Mid Oct A newer variety from Japan. Shinko means “new success”. Medium to large, golden-russet pear with a radiant skin. The 
creamy, yellow flesh is crisp and very juicy with a rich, sweet butterscotch flavour. A heavy bearing tree, Shinko is noted 
for having the best fireblight resistance.

B May18th-FJune 5  th

Jpn-Nijiesiki x 
Chojuo

SHINSEIKI Dip/F/J/B/K3m-New Century  DIED-FIREBLIGHT 2017  Sept Replaced spr 2018 A medium sized early ripening fruit that has bright yellow skin. Its smooth creamy white flesh is sweet, flavourful and 
extremely juicy. A precocious and early producer, sometimes bearing fruit when the tree is only two years old. 2015 spr    spr 

2018 B May18th-FJune 5  th

BOSC French,1800's.  Dip, self sterile, Good pollinator/F/J/K4m  Lte Sept. Bosc pears are long and slender with golden brown russetted skin. The flesh is of high quality, very sweet, and the pears 
store much better than most varieties. 

CLAPP'S FAVOURITE US, circa 1800. Dip, self sterile/F  Pick Early  Lte Aug Large summer pear pale green to yellowish often with blush. The flesh is creamy white , fine textured tender and juicy. 
Does not store long. Fruit need to be picked about 10 days before completely ripe and allowed to ripen off the tree. 

CONCORDE. Dip, Self sterile F/J/K6m  Lte Oct A cross of Conference and Comice, proven to be very winter hardy. Large attractive pink blushed green fruit with slender 
necks have finely textured, juicy flesh with exceptional sugary, rich flavour. Concorde begins bearing at a young age.

CONFERENCE British. 1850's. Dip Great Pollinator. Self Sterile/F/J/K2m  Lte Sept. The fruit is long and slender and covered with speckled russet. The flavour is pleasant and sweet. It can be eaten right off 
the tree and will keep for a couple months. 

DOYENNE DE COMICE French, 1840's.  PE4-Dip self sterile/F/K2m  Erl Oct. An old French variety considered one of the finest pears for fresh eating. The fruit is medium in size with pale yellow skin 
and juicy, pale yellow flesh. Needs to ripen off the tree about one month. 

FLEMISH BEAUTY 1810, (Fondante de Boise or Sweetmeat of the Woods) Self Sterile Dip/F/J/K2m  Lte Sept Large fruit with light yellow skin patched with a sunny side brownish yellow ; flesh is creamy white , buttery and juicy ; 
rich and sugary. Flemish Beauty has similarities to Bartlett , much hardier.

2014 fl   2016 
fl 2  nd tree May 1  st – F

GOLDEN SPICE Self Sterile  Dip/F/J   Mid Sept. A Ussurian variety with excellent cold-hardiness. The fruit is small and yellow with a sweet, spicey flavour. Resistant to 
fireblight. 

(Beurre D')HARDY French, 1820's. Dip, Self sterile. Poor pollinator/F/J Nov. A late ripening variety , medium size , yellowish green with light brown russet. The flesh is buttery and juicy, white , fine 
grained , with a rich flavour and aromatic. Vigorous and productive. 

2014 fl    2016 
fl

ACtm HARROW SWEET  Lte Sept Known for its high quality fruit and early production. Yellow pear with red blush is slightly smaller than Bartlett, but the 
sweet, juicy flesh is superior in flavour and stores better. Compact, fireblight resistant tree is very productive. B May18th-FJune 5  th

HENDRE HUFFCAP Self Sterile Dip/J  Erl Oct.  Late season variety with some scab resistance that produces a light low tannin perry , high quality juice with a perfect 
balance of acid and tannin. Elliptical fruit on an upright growing tree from Gloucestershire. 

LUSCIOUS Dip/F/J/K3m Self sterile Does Not Pollinate!!!  Lte Sept Luscious produces a sweet and very juicy pear with buttery flesh. This medium sized, bright yellow fruit with a red blush 
has a flavour similar to Bartlett, only more intense. An excellent fresh eating pear, but less suited for canning. Vigorous, 
hardy tree is resistant to Fireblight.

2015 spr 2016 
fl B May 1  st – F B May18th-FJune 5  th

MAGNESS Dip/F/J/K3m  Lte Sept  Poor Pollinator. With light, russeting, Magness is considered by many to be the very finest flavoured of all the pears when fully ripe. It’s 
rich, sugary, smooth, aromatic flesh is juicy and grit free with a slightly tougher skin which reduced insect damage and 
contributes to longer shelf life. Can be stored up to four months. Extremely fireblight resistant tree is moderately 
productive. 

MAXINE Self Sterile Circa 1800 Dip/F/J Lte Aug High resistance to fireblight and Bartlett-like flavour makes Maxine an excellent choice. The fruit is large and yellow in 
colour with firm white flesh. B May18th-FJune 5  th

MAX RED BARTLETT. US 1938. Dip,F/J Self Fertile/Pollinator  Erl Sept An attractive, solid reddish-brown pear. A unique and interesting variation of the old, familiar Bartlett offers some distinct 
advantages that are more than skin deep. It has the tangy, regular Bartlett flavour but is decidedly sweeter. Slightly more 
fire blight resistant and tends to start bearing at a younger age.

B May 1  st 

NORTHERN BARTLETT British, 1770 , Syn:William's Bon Chretien, Dip, Good Pollinator/F/J/P Lte Aug  Starts bearing at a young age and is very productive. Fruit features a smooth, firm texture and a juicy, spicy taste.  B May18th-FJune 5  th

SO SWEET Dip/F/J  Lte Aug B May18th-FJune 5  th

SUMMERCRISP (1933) Self Sterile Dip/F   Mid Aug The fruit are average-sized with green skin and red blush. The fruit should be picked before fully ripe and stored in the 
fridge until eating. B May18th-FJune 5  th

PIPER NIGRUM Heritage Circa 2000 BC. This pepper vine is a tropical plant that is best grown in sun dappled areas or areas with bright indirect sun. It needs a 
support structure (e.g., wooden frame ). It may be grown in conservatories or greenhouses. It may also be grown in 
containers as a houseplant with an attached trellis or in a hanging basket. Containers may be taken outside for the warm 
summer months. Use a rich potting soil with good drainage. Mist foliage frequently. Houseplants are intolerant of winter 
temperatures below 10'C - 50 degrees F. A tropical plant that produces the popular black and white peppercorns and 
ground pepper that have been used for many years as culinary spices or seasonings. This is a woody stemmed perennial 
evergreen vine that typically grows to 10-15' tall and as wide. Ovate, cordate, palmately-veined, dark green leaves (to 5-
7" long) appear at the nodes on stout but flexible climbing stems. Tiny, apetulous, yellowish-green florets bloom in 
summer on spikes to 4 1/2" long that grow outward from the leaf stem joint. Florets are hermaphrodite but sometimes 
unisexual. Florets are followed by spherical fruits that ripen to red. They are harvested just as the first fruits begin to turn 
red (before fully ripe) and are then dried. Each fruit (peppercorn to 1/4" diameter) turns black after about three days of 
drying. Grinding the black peppercorns produces black pepper. White pepper is obtained when the fruits are allowed to 
turn red and fully ripen. The red outer covering is then removed and the remaining kernel ground. Spiciness of this pepper 
comes from piperine.

B May18th-FJune 5  th
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POMEGRANATE
Zone 8-10 PUNICA GRANATUM 'NANA'

2015 spr Winter Kill Exotica

Zone 8-10
2015 spr Winter Kill AGRI

Zone 6b-9

2017 spr Winter Kill AGRI

PLUM
Zone 3/4

2015 spr B Apr 14 – F, all dropped Grn Brn

Zone 4/5
2015 spr B Apr 14 – F, all dropped Sil Crk

Zone 5 2017 spr Wifl

Zone 4/5

2015 spr Sil Crk

Zone 5 2015 spr B B Apr 14 – F, all dropped Sil Crk

Zone 3/4
2015 spr B B Apr 14 – F, all dropped Grn Brn

Zone 5 Blue skinned European prune type with yellow flesh. Bears at a young age. Self fertile 2015 spr B Apr 14 – F, all dropped Sil Crk

QUINCE
GOOD NEIGHBOUR! (NEALE) (blos sprng 2016) NOT AVAILABLE 1 B NEALE

RASPBERRY Does not ripen after picking
BLACK

NATIVE WILD NOT AVAILABLE 12 B/F NATURE

GOLD Fruits on last years wood
AUTUMN GOLD Golden sweet fruit Summer into Fall. Do not prune after Fall harvest for early summer fruit following year. 2015 spr B/F Vrmrs

RED Fruits on last years wood
GOOD NEIGHBOUR! (JANE) NOT AVAILABLE 12 B/F Jane

ROSE Does not ripen after picking
CAROLINA

2014 fl B/F D&J

GLAUCA
2014 fl B/F D&J

JENS MONK
2014 fl B/F D&J

MULTIFLORA
2014 fl B/F D&J

ROSA RUGOSA

2014 fl B/F D&J

Schneekoppe' SNOW PAVEMENT  1986
2014 fl B/F D&J

RHUBARB Perennial Fruit/Vegetable
GOOD NEIGHBOUR! (NEALE) NOT AVAILABLE 1 F NEALE

SUGAR CANE
SACCHARUM OFFICINARUM

2016 spr Exotica

SASKATOON
Zone 2 2017 spr Wifl

Zone 2 2017 spr Winter Kill Wifl

SHIPOVA Cross-European Pear/Whitebeam.
Zone 3/4 Save any Seeds!!!!!!!! WORTH $200

2015 spr Grn Brn

STRAWBERRY Does not ripen after picking
ELAN

2015 fll B/F B Apr 14 STOKES

TOSCANA F1 Hyb, Very dark rose bloom perenial. Conical, medium sized fruit produced all sumer long. 2018 spr STOKES

DELIZZ 2018 spr STOKES

RAINBOW TREASURE F1 Hyb, Flowers of white to hot pink produce largest sweetest berries of seeded types. 2018 spr Wdam

SWEET SOP
ANNA SQUAMOSA

2015 spr B Aug Exotica

TUMERIC
CURCUMA LONGA

2015 spr N/A N/A N/A Exotica

This showy, dense, dwarf shrub displays attractive orange-red single flowers at an early age, followed by bright orange-
red ornamental fruit. Excellent for containers or for use in the garden. A very effective bonsai specimen. Thrives in hot, dry 
summer areas. Deciduous. 

PUNICA WONDERFUL 4'<8'. 3”<5” Fruit. Pick and Store for Best Flavour, up to 6 Months. It has large, showy, double, orange-red flowers to 3 inches and very large (up to 5 inches wide), glossy, dark red to 
purple-red fruit.  These fruit have red arils with a sweet-tart flavor and small, medium soft seeds.  These are very juicy 
with the juice being dark red and staining. Deciduous it  requires 150 chilling hours and bears in late summer to early fall.  
Discovered around 1896. Can be container grown indoors or bonsai.

PUNICA SALAVATSKI, 4'<8”. Cold Hardy Variety. Large Delicious Fruit. Self Fertile. A deciduous, most cold-hardy pomegranate tree. Produces beautiful red flowers in summer and large orange skinned with 
red arils delicious fruits in early fall. - perfect for juice, tea, and even desserts • self-pollinating and dwarf-sized, so you 
don't need much space. One of the healthiest fruits you can grow! Now, you can grow an endless supply of sweet super-
food! The Toughest Pomegranate Variety, it has survived temperatures to -6F or -21C. It is native to the extremely cold 
regions of Russia/Afghanistan. Can be container grown indoors. Requires 200 chill hours.

ARTIC RED (Can) Dip/F. Aug. This is a native Canadian plum(prunus nigra).  It grows as a small tree ( 7-10 ft) and produces masses of white flowers in 
spring followed by beautiful red fruit that has deliciously sweet, orange flesh. The Arctic Red hardy plum has a skin that is 
resistant to plum curculio and other insects. Low susceptibility to black knot.

B May18th-FJune 5  th

EARLY GOLDEN (Jap) Dip/F  Lte July Low susceptibility to black knot.  This high quality, early season plum is preferred for the savory sweetness of it's golden 
amber, apricot-flavoured flesh. Vigorous tree produces copious crops of mid-sized, round, yellow, red-blushed fruit. B May18th-FJune 5  th

ELEPHANT HEART 1929 (Jap) Dip/F/J Freestone. Self Fertile/Pollinator  Erl Sept One of the largest Japanese plums. Heart shaped fruit turns a deep reddish purple when fully ripe. Juicy, bloodred flesh 
has a rich, distinctive flavour. Ideal for fresh eating, canning or freezing. B May 1  st B May 18  th

GREENGAGE ('Reine Claude') (Eup) 1500's  Dip/F/P  Lte Sept European plum. Popular as a high-quality dessert fruit. Compact growth and self-fertile.  Also known as 'Reine Claude', 
these small to medium, round, yellowish-green plums have been a favourite in Europe for over 500 years! The rich, honey-
sweet flavour of its juicy, smooth textured, amber freestone flesh is what makes it esteemed as the ideal dessert plum 
although it works equally well for canning, drying or baking. Thin skin may split if it rains near harvest. Naturally compact 
tree. Shows slightly lower resistance to black knot than some varieties

B May18th-FJune 5  th

OZARK PREMIER (Eup) Dip/F  Mid Aug Giant, sweet and juicy plums. Fruit is firm and excellent for cooking, canning, and fresh-eating. Bears young. Heat-
tolerant. Semi-freestone.  B May18th-FJune 5  th

REDSTAR Dip/F/J. Aug. Red Star plum has dark red skin and incredibly juicy, sweet yellow flesh. Red Star trees stay dwarf (10 ft). It is black knot 
resistant. Produces some fruit without a pollinator, requires a compatible pollinator plum like Arctic Red. B May18th-FJune 5  th

STANLEY (Eup) Dip/F/P  Mid Sept

B May 1  st -F

B June 5  th

B May 1  st B June 5  th

B May 1  st B June 5  th

Grows from 1-3' tall (less frequently to 6') and often spreads by suckers to form colonies or thickets in the wild. Features 
single (5-petaled), pink flowers (to 2.5" across) which bloom in May. No repeat bloom. Smooth, dark green foliage. Red 
hips in late summer. 

B June 5  th

It is a vase-shaped suckering shrub that typically grows to 6-8’ tall. Foliage is an interesting blend of plum purple and gray 
green. Tiny slightly fragrant soft pink, five-petaled flowers (to 1” diameter) appear in late spring. Flowers are followed by 
abundant orange-red hips that ripen in fall and usually persist well into winter. Reddish violet canes have very few thorns. 
Canes and hips provide winter interest. 

B June 5  th

(1974) Hardy rugosa type rose with good disease resistance. 4ft x 4ftplant. Semi-double medium pink fragrant blooms 
heavily through the summer and lighter in fall. Approximately 25 petals. Rose hips provide attractive winter feature. B June 5  th

Multiflora rose is a climbing and rambling shrub with single stem, or at times multiple stems, which can grow up to 10 to 
15 feet or more. The branchlets or canes have paired stout, curved thorns or prickles   White flowers appear from May 
through June as a inflorescence. Red fruits (i.e. berries) appear in August and persist into the winter months as clusters of 
round ¼ inch hips  

B June 5  th

Native to northern China, Korea and Japan. It is a bristly, prickly, sprawling, suckering shrub rose that typically grows in a 
rounded form to 4-6' tall and as wide. It will over time spread by suckers to form dense thickets. Leaves turn yellow 
(sometimes a quality orange-red) in fall. Fragrant flowers are rose pink to white (to 3 1/4" across). Flowers are primarily 
semi-double or double. Flowers appear singly or in clusters. Flowers primarily bloom from late May to July, with some 
additional scattered bloom to early fall. Flowers are followed by fleshy, edible (with some bitterness), tomato-shaped hips 
(to 1" diameter) which appear green but ripen to bright red by late summer and persist on the shrub until late fall 
sometimes extending into winter.  

B June 5  th

Typically grows 2.5’ tall with a dense, upright, rounded habit. Fragrant, double white flowers bloom in May with 
respectable repeat bloom throughout the summer into autumn. Flowers open blush pink but gradually change to white. 
Large and showy rose hips appear in autumn. Dark green foliage.  

B June 5  th

Picked May 1  st Picked May 1  st

EDIBLE   Saccharum officinarum, is a large tufted perennial grass that is probably native to Southeast Asia. It can grow to 
15-20' tall in it’s native environment, but to 5-8' tall more commonly when grown indoors. Stems contain a sweet juice 
that may be extracted for production of sugar or molasses. 

LEE 8. F/jam  Lte June This newer variety is a Northline x Thiessen cross with exceptional flavour. Lee 8 is slower growing, send up few suckers 
and makes a compact, attractive 1.5 - 1.8 meter (5 - 6 foot) shrub. B May18th-FJune 5  th

MARTIN. F/jam  Lte June One of the largest berry sizes with excellent flavour. It ripens very uniformly and quite early. A large shrub, it matures at 3 
- 4.2 meters (10 - 14 feet) in height and has moderate suckering.

A rare hybrid dating back to the early 1600’s, this Yugoslavian native is one of the few really exotic fruits that is also very 
hardy. Attractive pyramidal shape trees with dark silver-grey foliage mature at 14- 18ft tall and produce highly fragrant, 
golden-yellow seedless fruit the size of a small pear. Lee Reich describes the flavour thus: “The buttery flesh - a bit more 
meaty than a pear - melts with each bite to fill the mouth with semi-solid, sweet and fragrant ambrosia.” The Shipova is a 
troublefree tree, however it is in no hurry to start bearing - expect 7-10 years. Although basically self-fertile it will cross 
pollinate with pears.

F1 Hyb, Elan's shiny, biconical bright red berries are a lovely sight in the garden. Berries stay around the same size from 
July to October. Everbearing, vigorous plants are easy to grow and keep attractive through the season. Berries are easy to 
pick with the calyx breaking easily from the fruit stem. 

B May18th-FJune 5  th

B MAY18th-FJune 5  th

F1 Hyb, Vigorous, compact with few runners. White flowers produce plenty of conical shaped mid sized fruit all summer 
long. B MAY18th-FJune 5  th

B MAY18th-FJune 5  th

The fruit contains a sweet custardlike pulp, which may be eaten raw. Sweetsop is an evergreen plant with thin oblong 
ovate leaves. The solitary greenish flowers produce a yellowish green fruit resembling a shortened pinecone. The 
tuberculate fruit, formed by the fusion of many ripened ovaries and a receptacle, is 7.5 to 10 cm (3 to 4 inches) in 
diameter.  

B June 5  th

Turmeric is a rhizomatous herbaceous perennial plant of the ginger family, Zingiberaceae. It is native to Southeast Asia, 
and requires temperatures between 20 and 30 °C and a considerable amount of annual rainfall to thrive. An upright, 
perennial herb to about 1 m tall. The rhizome (underground stem) is thick and ringed with the bases of old leaves. 
Turmeric only reproduces via its rhizomes.  Flowers, yellow-white, borne on a spike-like stalk 10–15 cm long. Flowers are 
sterile and do not produce viable seed. Turmeric rhizomes are used as a bright yellow-orange culinary spice. Turmeric has 
been known as poor man's saffron because it offers a less expensive alternative yellow colouring, but the flavour it gives 
to food is different from true saffron, which comes from a species of Crocus (Iridaceae). 
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